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A digital radio wave is moving across Europe 
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Ten years ago, four DAB markets in Europe 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eight years ago, there were four DAB markets in EuropeThe UKNorwayDenmark  SwitzerlandAnd don’t forget Australia which launched in 2009
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NL 

In 2011, Germany started a second wave 
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• NL: 2013 
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Presentation Notes
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Today: DAB established across the continent 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today DAB is established across the continentServices in Germany, Netherlands, Italy and Belgium form a backbone through the heart of EuropeExpansion to the west – in FranceTo the East in Poland, Austria and Czech Republic
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First countries are switching off FM 

Norway: 2017 Switzerland: 2020-24 
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Receivers are now mass market 

 
• Over 70 million receivers sold* 

 
• Prices from €20 

Source WorldDAB 
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Growing number of new cars with DAB 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This progress is being recognised at a European levelThe new European Electronic Communications Code Will require all new cars radios to be digitalExpected to become official in 2019Member States then have two years to introduce the necessary legislation
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European markets are adopting the international DAB+ logo  
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EU support for digital radio 

European Electronic Communications Code 

• All new car radios in EU able to receive digital 
terrestrial radio 

• Adopted December 2018 – implementation within 
two years 

• Member States free to introduce own rules for 
consumer devices 
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First countries introducing national legislation 

Italy: law that all new receivers sold to consumers must be digital from 1 January 2020 
(consumer and automotive)1 

France: following CSA confirmation on 20 Dec 20182, all new receivers must offer DAB+ 
 
• within three months, new consumer radios capable of displaying multimedia content: 

 
• within 12 months, all other new radios (except automotive radios) 

 
• within 18 months, automotive radios 

(1) http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2017/12/29/17G00222/sg Comma 1044 
(2) https://www.csa.fr/Informer/Espace-presse/Communiques-de-presse/Plus-de-20-de-la-population-francaise-couverte-par-le-DAB 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last 12 months have seen progress in all major European marketsGermany – the government is committed to a digital future for radioUK –over 50% of listening is now digitalNetherlands – fastest ever launchItaly – first EU country to legally required receivers to be digitalBelgium – services on air across the whole countryFrance – major expansion now under way

http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2017/12/29/17G00222/sg
https://www.csa.fr/Informer/Espace-presse/Communiques-de-presse/Plus-de-20-de-la-population-francaise-couverte-par-le-DAB
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What is driving these 
changes? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is driving these changes?
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Radio plays a key role in the lives of European citizens 

Sources: EBU, Eurobarometer 

• 85% of Europeans listen to radio each week 

• Radio is most trusted medium for EU citizens 

• In world dominated by tech giants, radio needs to 
innovate to remain relevant 
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National radio services 

*  Will double with launch of second national multiplex – date to be confirmed    Source: WorldDAB 

DAB+ offers greater choice – up top six times as many services 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAB addresses these limitationsIn particular, by offering a significant expansion in choice Up to six times as many services as on analogue
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DAB offers clearer sound - particularly where FM is overcrowded 
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DAB offers data and colour images 
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Media 
plurality 

DAB delivers benefits for society 

Reliability in 
emergencies 

Lower costs and 
emissions 

Spectrum 
efficiency 

Enhanced traffic 
information 
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What is the impact on 
broadcasters? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is driving these changes?
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In the UK, commercial radio is the fastest growing advertising medium 

Source: AA / WARC / Radiocentre 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The classic example of extending choice is Absolute RadioAbsolute has launched six new digital-only stationsIn seven years, their audience has more than doubled
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Key driver is audience growth 

Source: RAJAR, Q3 data 
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Weekly audience for commercial radio, UK 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The classic example of extending choice is Absolute RadioAbsolute has launched six new digital-only stationsIn seven years, their audience has more than doubled
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National brands at the heart of this success 
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Extending geographic coverage 

• London-based news / talk station  

• Went onto national DAB in Feb 2014 

• Weekly audience up 60% 

- Q3 2013: 1.3 million 

- Q3 2018: 2.1 million 

Source: RAJAR 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The classic example of extending choice is Absolute RadioAbsolute has launched six new digital-only stationsIn seven years, their audience has more than doubled
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Brand extensions play key role 

Weekly audience 
• 2010: 1.7m   
• 2018: 4.9m  

Source: RAJAR, Q3 data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The classic example of extending choice is Absolute RadioAbsolute has launched six new digital-only stationsIn seven years, their audience has more than doubled
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National stations are driving commercial revenues 
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Source: Radiocentre 

UK radio advertising revenues, £ million 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And What about the commercial impact?Again the UK provides an excellent case studyOnce critical mass is achieved, commercial revenues followIn the last four years, UK ad revenues are up 26% In 2018, radio in the UK is the fastest growing radio – even ahead of onlineThis growth is being driven, in particular, by national commercial servicesWorth noting – these services have had significant appeal to younger audiences in the 15-24 age range  
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Lessons learnt 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is driving these changes?
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Radio needs a multiplatform strategy – with digital broadcast at its heart 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be clear, I am not suggesting that it’s only about DABRadio’s offerings can be further enhanced through additional digital services – such as hybrid, the radioplayer, apps and podcastsIt is important that radio pursues these opportunitiesBut in countries with DAB services, DAB+ is the digital platform with the largest audienceDAB is the heart of digital radio
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Clear conditions for success 

Collaboration 

Coverage Content Cars Communication Consumer 
devices 

Policy & 
regulation 

The Five Cs 
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Industry body should play important role 

Involve stakeholders from across radio ecosystem Who? 

Develop roadmap and timetable Strategy 

Work together to promote digital radio - to retailers and consumers  Execution 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To sum up, I have three key messagesDAB is firmly established as the core future platform for radio in Europe – AND AUSTRALIAThe optimization of broadcast radio is essential for established radio businessesDAB delivers the answer for listeners, brands and revenues
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Conclusions 

Industry body is key element in building success  3 

Clear benefits for listeners and the radio ecosystem: 
greater choice, clearer audio, data services, revenues 
 

2 

DAB+ is the core future platform for radio in Europe 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To sum up, I have three key messagesDAB is firmly established as the core future platform for radio in Europe – AND AUSTRALIAThe optimization of broadcast radio is essential for established radio businessesDAB delivers the answer for listeners, brands and revenues
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Thank you 
Merci  
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